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Th e Favouri te: A m bi ti on , Pol i ti cs an d Love - Si r
W al ter Ral egh i n El i zabeth I' s Court
By Mathew Lyons

Little, Brown Book Group. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Favourite: Ambition,
Politics and Love - Sir Walter Ralegh in Elizabeth I's Court, Mathew Lyons, When the adventurer
Walter Ralegh first encountered Elizabeth I he supposedly placed his cloak over a puddle and
allowed the queen to walk across it. Thus began one of the most intriguing relationships between a
monarch and her favourite. The Favourite explores the labyrinthine complexity of human emotion,
ambition and ritual within the restricted confines of the Tudor court. Was the favourite a
Machiavellian schemer who fooled the queen in her affections? Was Elizabeth willing to manipulate
her courtier for her own ends? The Queen's affection for Ralegh would protect him but he would
soon become the 'most hated man in England'. In The Favourite, Mathew Lyons reveals a new
portrait of an immortal relationship and a fascinating exploration of the many layers of love
between Gloriana and Ralegh - courtier, chancer and privateer. Reviews for Impossible Journeys: 'Jocular but scholarly compendium of outlandish voyages.' Book of the Week, Time Out - 'Lyons's
account is truly heartbreaking.' New Statesman - 'The book as a whole has a kind of understated
magic.' Guardian -...
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Reviews
This ebook is definitely not e ortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read through. it was actually writtern very perfectly and valuable. I
discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to understand.
-- K a den Da ug her ty V
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally intriguing throgh reading time period. I am easily could get a pleasure of looking at a
composed book.
-- Dr . Julius Goodwin DDS
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